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SPECIAL HOMECOMING ISSUE INSIDE
Inside today's Campus, don't miss
the
special four-page pullout section full of
features and stories on Homecoming,
Oktoberfest '85. It includes a schedule of

events for the weekend's activities, as well as
a reprint of the special Homecoming section
from the 1935 Maine-Campus. Only from the
UMO newspaper, The Daily Maine Campus.
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Changes in rule book
possible through input
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer

q committee to revise Residential
Life's "Rules, Rights and Responsibilities" booklet will provide a forum
for students to present their viewpoints
and to give them a chance to make suggestions for changes in Residential Life
policy.
This committee is formed each year,
and it meets every Friday at noon. It
consists of a resident director, a resident
assistant, a faculty member, a staff
representative of student affairs, and two
students from each complex, said Barbara Smith, Stodder Complex director,
and member of the committee for the
past four years.
One representative from the interdormitory board and one from the Student Senate are also invited but are not
allowed to vote, Smith said. Not all the
student positions are filled yet.
The meetings are open and are

valuable for people who either are interested in becoming involved in how
Residential Life decisions are made or
who complain about policies, said Andy Matthews, Wells Complex director.
Matthews is becoming involved with
the committee for the first time this year
and said it is important to get student
input on policies.
The most valuable change the committee has made in the past, Matthews
said, is the wording of the policies and
procedures.
He said the wording was changed to
a positive, "this is what the student can
do" format from a more restrictive one.
An example Matthews used was the
change in wording of the 1980 alcohol
rules. They were altered to place the
responsibility of upholding the rules on
the student instead of the staff.
He said students are not told they cannot drink if they are minors; that is a job
for the police. Instead they are told what
(see RULES page 2)

The moon casts an eerie glow over a floodlit Fogler Library. (Merritt
photo)

Debaters argue nuclear waste referendum
by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
Voters will go to the polls on Nov. 5
throughout the state of Maine and one
question on the scheduled referendum
addresses the issue of nuclear waste and
its possible storage within the state.
Nearly 50 people listened to a debate
Thursday in the Sutton Lounge of the
Memorial Union argue the pros and
cons of nuclear waste storage.
Representatives from two lobbying
groups, the Maine Citizens for Safe
Waste Disposal and the Maine Nuclear
Referendum Committee, each had supporters in the audience.
Specifically, the proposals on the
referendum am---1-A;which is ales for
the initiated bill stating, "Do you want
the right to vote for or against any plan
for the storage or disposal of low-level
radioactive waste?"
— 1B, which is a yes for the legislative
bill stating,"Do you want to vote on any
Maine site for disposal of low-level
radioactive waste if it is not disposed of
safely outside of Maine or at the Maine
Yankee site?"
— IC, which is a no vote "against
both measures."
James Firth, a member of the Maine
Citizens for Safe Waste Disposal and a
supporter of 1B, said Congress enacted'
a bill in 1980 so that nuclear waste will
not be restricted to the few states that

currently accept dumping from other the nuclear indUstry;hospitals and fromstates.
some research facilities.
For Maine, that means the nuclear
Holt said canisters that contain the
waste now being transported to Barn- waste are unsafe because they leak the
sville S.C. may be rejected by that state deadly material into the environment.
as of Jan, I. 1986. This leaves Maine the deadly material lasts for at least 300
residents to deal with the issue of nuclear years. The nuclear industry "calls this
storage, Firth said.
controlled release," she said.
Marie Holt, a member of the Maine
"The experts have been wrong
Nuclear Referendum Committee and a repeatedly: They said the dumps

"The state of Maine is clearly threatened. The threat
includes having out of state waste being dumped in
Maine. People in Massachusetts have the right to vote
on where nuclear waste is to be dumped. It is possible
thallGassachusetts will vote to have the waste dumped
in Maine."
— Marie Holt
supporter of TA,- said,**I'm here to wouldn't leak. They do.

sound the alarm."
"The state of Maine is clearly
threatened. The threat includes having
out of state waste being dumped in
Maine. People in Massachusetts have the
right to vote on where nuclear waste is
to be dumped. It is possible that
Massachusetts will vote to have the waste
dumped in Maine," she said.
Low-level waste usually consists of
contaminated tools and clothing from

"If we vote for IC, well get more of
the same. Only IA will see that out of
state waste won't get dumped in the
state."
Barry Timson, supporter of 1B, maintained that the 1B proposal would place
a high priority in sending the nuclear
waste produced in Maine to other states
through formation of compacts with
other states.
Also, he added that the possibility of

out Of.state waste coming to Maine will
be subject to voter approval by a
statewide vote.
"IB gives Maine voters a more clearcut priority system. IA does not. It's a
technical and a political issue. I think 1B
deals with the issue in a technical and
a political way," Timson said.
He added that under the current
political system, Maine might be seen as
a more attractiw compact partner by
other states if IA is defeated.
Firth agreed,'The legislature approved 1B because IA was so flawed that it
would hinder our ability to send lowlevel waste to other states."
Alva Morrison, a IA supporter,
argued that compacts are formed with
other states without prior knowledge of
possible dump locations. Under federal
law, once a compact is signed, there's no
breaking the agreement.
In the case where another state wanted
to send its low-level waste to Maine,
Morrison said that 1B's clause concerning voter approval "wouldn't be worth
the paper it's printed on."
Timson responded by saying, "I'm
sure no one in this room knows enough
al-out isolating technology to be called
an expert."
Holt maintained that "we want to
read the fine-print. It's time for the people .to get involved about what may be
the biggest issue of our future."
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(continued from page I)

will happen if they do drink.
An example he gave was of an older
"We're reminding students of the student speeding. He v.ould realize what
law," Matthews said. "Were doing a he was doing and take the responsibility
productive, educational service."
of possibly getting a ticket, he said.
The theory the university operates on,
"You don't see a whole lot of seniors
he said, is that younger students are getting in trouble on campus," he
looking for black and white indications said.
of what they can do. He said older and
Another change made by the commitmore mature students act on a tee was the decision to turn Hart Hall
"relativistic approach."
a into a co-ed dormitory two years ago,

BLOOM COUNTY

Matthews said. This year Aroostook
Hall and Kennebec Hall went co-ed
because the committee saw that most incoming students were applying for coed
dorms.
One policy which three residents of
Oak Hall asked the committee to review
this year is the guest policy.
They asked that the policy be changed to allow members of the opposite sex

to qualify as guests to accommodate
friends traveling long distances, Matthews said.
The current policy states, "Residents
may entertain an overnight guest of the
same sex at any time for a maximum of
two(2)successive nights with the roommate's consent."
Smith said the committee is a worthwhile one and a is good process for the
students to be involved in.

by Berke Breathed
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"The most frustrating thing is getting
input and feedback from other students
(not on the committee)," she said.
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Classifieds
SAVE MONEY. Write your own proiessional
resume with lineby-line insruction kit. To
receive send $5 to SECRETARY, 13 Old
Landing, Durham, NH 03824

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Sale. 50mm Pentax-K lens, 2 filters
80-200mm Kiron Wentz' K) Zoom lens,

HISTORY 15 ONE ICING HORROR
SHOW OF 14.14R5, PEISEGJTION,
AND HUMAN SIATERIN(5 IN FLICTEP BY 7N056,4C77N5 IN
NE NAME OF GOP'

H/HICH /5 5411- YEAH,gel,OW
OeNCE OF 71-IE CF 77EM 5ZIRE
541.1.113/UTYOF I-145 ESEEN 5774k4i4V,541.,NOT ING UP TIC WCRID
WHOCARESPOCH
600
CNE7 /

2X (Pentax K) Teleconverter, all with
caps, all used very little, call Mike at
827-4451 days, 866-4195 evenings.

LOST: Calico/tiger cat with flea collar
lost in Old Town. Call 827-'952 or
866-5655.

$10 to $360 weekly/up mailing circulars!
No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self
addressed stamped envelope: Success, P.O.
, Box 470 CEO, Woodstock, II. 60098.
Classifieds are $1.50 for the first twenty words and
10 cents for each additional word per day.
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Were Celebrating a

GRAND OPENING
(105 years late)

CORNERS
PIZZA

EI

The Byer Manufacturing
Company, manufacturer
of quality canvas products
for 105 years, has opened
the door to a new factory
outlet.

764 Stillwater Ave.

Come in and see our wide
selection of:
totes - coats
back packs - stools
wool socks - cots

WELCOME HOME
BLACK BEAR ALUMNI!
Come in and taste the BEST
Fresh Dough Pizza
and
Submarine Sandwiches
in the area. Also, join your
friends in a special
Homecoming Toast with

All at factory low prices!

74 Afill St., Orono
866-2301
(one block down
from Pat's)

500 Draft Beers - ALL WEEKEND!
(Remember faculty and students, lunchtime delivery
starts Monday Oct. 28 from 11:00 am. - 2:00 p.m.)

FACTORY STORE

(<
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Bring this ad
for 10%
off any merchandise
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UMaine trustees begin statewide hearings
by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer
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The UMaine board of trustees began
statewide hearings Thursday night at the
University of Maine at Presque Isle to
hear public response on a series of policy
issues concerning the university and its
future.
Ten task forces were set up last spring
to study issues ranging from faciilty and
student problems, to other challenges
such as improved academic programing,
research, and public service and
knowledge transfer.
"Each committee had some members
from outside the uniwrsity, and each
had a trustee liaison," said Joseph
Hakanson, chairman of the BOT. "They
did an excellent job of cutting through
.to the key questions. Now we want to
hear what the public has to say."
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy said
each task force developed a series of propositions that were "intended to focus
public discussion" at the hearings.
Two more hearings will be held at the
following locations: 7-9:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Oct. 31, at the Bangor Civic
Center; and 7-9:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov.
7, at the Augusta Civic Center.
The faculty task force discovered
similarities among all seven university
campuses in terms of meeting the
academic challenges of the future.
The challenges are "the increasing demand on faculty due to the extraordinary explosion of information and
knowledge in modern society, and the
ever more urgent and varied demands of
the larger society for services and education from the university."
Other academic challenges are "the increasing diversity of students — whether

in age and background or in preparation tion to better match the lifestyles of technology, alumni and fundraising,
and need; the increased number of deci- university
students
was
also support services, teacher education, insion makers that affect faculty careers recommended.
terinstitutional relations, public service
and contributions; and the special cirOther task forces to submit recom- and knowledge transfer, and personnel
cumstances associated with teaching in mendations are those for science and development.
Maine related to size and geography of
*********************************
the state.'"
Across from the Greenhouse, *
—
A number Of recommendations grew
HOURS:
under the bridge.
out of these observations by the task
on.
-Sat.
11-1
force. Some were to increase resources
and faculty time targeted for faculty
Sun. 12:30 to 10:00
development and to
pand the sabbatical leave program and establishing a
teaching/learning institute.
Other propositions include constructing a telecommunications system and
-establishing a formal faculty exchange
program.
The task force report stressed "a more
flexible concept of faculty" for the
university and "growth contracts" so
various ways of serving a faculty can be
Bangor's Finest Live Bands
recognized.
The academic program and location
By Popular Demand
task force recommended the development of different policies and assistance
for various levels of higher education offered by the university.
"A different collaboration between the
Joshua's Proudly Presents
university and the state is needed to
resolve enrollment limitations and
enhance access for Maine's citizens,"
the report said.
• To promote interaction among the
Come Rock Under the Bridge
campuses at the student and staff levels,
at Bangor's Hottest Night Spot
the students' task force recommended
Also Enjoy Darts, Pool, Big Screen TV
the formation of a vice chancellor for
and Daily Luncheon Specials
student life office.
The task force also recommended a
"University of Maine Day" which would
be held annually to promote "friendly
activities" among students at the seven
uf American Heart Association
campuses. New student services such as
WE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
child care and improved career informa-
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Fri. and Sat., Oct. 25th & 26th

"THE FAST LANE"
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g
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!Encore 24
I goes to
colle e

It pleases us at Norstar Bank to
welcome incoming Freshmen,and
returning students by announcing the
drilvatuf our newest Encore 24 ATM
to our Old Town office
With an Encore 24 Automated Teller
Machine you have access to your
accounts 24 hours-a-day. 7 daysa-week

Win with Encore 24
Banking anytime you want makes you
an immediate wir Trier But. in addition.
from October 15 through November
15. well be celebrating our entry into
ceillege lite by giving away cash prizes
You could be the lucky winner of $5
$10, or $251 *

285 prizes will
be awarded!
The front of each winning receipt for
a deposit. payment. withdrawal or
transfer will say'.Winner': It will also
show the amount of the prize When
this happens to.you. simply present
your winning receipt to one of our
tellers during regular banking hours
and redeem your cash prize

Convenience
times three
The new Encore 24 is located at our
101 South Main Street office off
Stillwater Avenue in Old Town. With
two other handy locations, at the Airport Mall-in Bangor and on Wilson
Street in Brewer. youllenjoy convenient banking anytime orlhe day or
night you want
all within easy
distance of campus
There's more. Opening an Encore 24
account with Norstar also gives you
access to all thel5ther Encore 24
facilities throughout Maine And.
because you're with Norstar, you're
assured of Straight Talk and Good
Banking at each of the 55 office
locations statewide.
,
Get the convenience of Encore 24
Stop into Norstar's Old Town office
and open your account today
*Contest rules are posted at your
Old Town office

NORSTAR
BANK
Straight Talk, Good
Banking and You
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World/U.S. News
Judge closes crowded prisons

Take home
a sweet
surprise.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Officials scrambled Thursday to guarantee
they could lock up dangerous criminals
despite a judge's ruling that Tennessee's
zrowded prisons could accept no new inmates without special permission.
And prosecutors and police said the

Whole pies and
cakes to go

P,

Enjoy our delicious sdretion Of pies and
cakes at home or on an outing. Tempting
cream,fruit and pecan pies and our 11%4 n
selection of freshly prepared cakes are
available in convenient carry-out boxes.
Just ask our hostess or cashier.

Fruit Pies
Cream Pies
Pecan Pies
Cakes

S3•99
S499
54.99
S699

ORDER FORM ON BACK

j
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ruling by U.S. District Judge Thomas A. the Tennessee District Attorney Generals
Higgins left them wondering why they Conference.
should continue to pursue convictions.
Inmates are being housed in gym"Right now, none of us understands nasiums, libraries and day rooms at the
how damning the effects will be," said state's three reception centers, where all
Gary Gerbitz, district attorney general in convicts are processed before being
Chattanooga and former president of transferred to the larger penal institutions, which also are crowded.
Higgins ruled Wednesday that the
state cannot accept mqre prisoners until the number at those reception centers
is reduced by about 400, to below a
courtset cap of 1,373.
Gov. Lamar Alexander said Higgins
took a path the state has been unwilling
or unable to take.
"The judge's order underscores the
problem, dramatizes the problem,"
Alexander said. "It goes to the heart of
By the Fountain
the problem, which is the explosion of
at .
new prisoners into the state system for
whom there is no room. It spreads the
West Market Square
misery, but it's still misery."
Despite a June 27 order by Higgins to
Come Dance to the Tqp_ 40
0 reduce the population in the state's 11
adult prisons by Dec. 31, inmates continue
to
pour
into the system at a rate of 3.5 a day.
Tuesday - Saturday 4:00-1:00
"The only real solution to the problem
0 that we've got is for those of us who are

MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT t

•
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CHAMPAGNE HAPPY HOUR

governor said. "I have made recommendations that will solve the problem —
0 period."
Alexander's proposals, made Sept. 16
include construction of new prisons, hirAmerican
Don't Miss the Pumpkin Contest
ing a private company to run portions
9,
0
Heart
Wed. Oct.
6)
0 of the penal system and providing added incentive for local jails to take
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FILL THE STEINS TO DEAR
OLD MAINE
Discount Beverages 7 Oak Street
Hoffbrau Octoberfest 12 oz. - 6 pack

$5.65

0 12 oz. - 6 pack
0
0 Andre Champagne

0 Calvin Coolers • All Flavors
0
0 Foster "Oil Cans"
0 25 oz. can
0
g Becks Light & Dark
I 12 oz..6 pack
0
0 Busch
0 12 oz. bar bottles - case
0
0 Molson Brador
0 12 oz. - 6 pack
Coors & Coors Light

5 liter keg

plus tax &$d
3e8p5.

12 oz. cans - 12 pack

Michelob & Michelob Light
Sun Country Coolers

0 12 oz. - 4 pack

12 oz. cans - 12 pack

•
•
•
$11.25 •
plus tax & dep.
$6.35 •
plus tax & dep. •

Lowenbrau Zurich

plus tax & dep.

• Molson Golden, Export, Beer-

Orono

plu$
s3.
t29
ax

12 oz. - 4 pack

$3.79
tax
$1.85 each

Old Milwaukee

plus

plus tax
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$3.79
plus tax

$3.19

14 oz. cans - 6 pack

plus tax & dep. P

Colt 45 Quarts
45 oz. bottle

tax8,da:
$1.30
e p.h

Ai
51

plus

Heineken
plus tax &$d
5.2
ep
0
.

12 oz. bottles & cans - 6 pack

plus tax:
.&$445
)

plus tax &dep
$9.99
plus

tax &$cll0
ep.

plus

tax &$O649'.
0

"We are open until 1 a.m. all weekend,
and we have plenty of beer and wine in stock"
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Senate votes
to ban Reagan - More riots rock
South Africa
arms pact with
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa
Jordanian king (AP) — Hundreds of rioters
carried
their rage against

5

NEWS BRIEFS

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Republican-controlled Senate moving to
sidetrack President Reagan's unpopular
$1.9 billion arms sale to Jordan, voted
97-1 Thursday to ban the deal until
March 1 unless King Hussein begins
"direct and meaningful" peace talks with
the Israelis.
GOP leaders said Reagan agreed
reluctantly to accept the restriction, and
several senators said his only other alternative was to have his sale of
sophisticated aircraft, air defense
missiles and other weapons shot down
altogether.
But Hussein, speaking in an interview
in Amman, said the Senate's action
amounted to "reneging" by the United
States. "One wouldn't like to use the
word blackmail, but it's totally unacceptable. Obviously it's not a way to deal
with problems among friends.
"I have made it abundantly clear to
our friends in Washington that unless
the agreement between us and the United
States is implemented in the manner
agreed upon ... this peace talks is the last
we would do to try to secure this particular package." Hussein said.
More than 70 senators had lined up
to oppose the sale of F-20 or F-16 aircraft as well as other weapons, which
Reagan proposed to bolster Jordan's
own defenses and reward Hussein for his
movement toward joining the Middle
East peace process.
Opponents said Hussein should not
receive U.S. arms as long as he was
technically still in a state of war with
Israel and until he sat down for direct
peace talks with the Jewish state, but
made clear at the same time they wanted
to encourage the king's peace efforts.
The sale also has drawn the opposition of more than 270 House members
and legislation rejection the sale was formally introduced in the House chamber
a few hours before the Senate vote.
The measure approved overwhelmingly in the Senate was a hastily crafted attempt by GOP leaders to avert an
outright major foreign policy defeat for
Reagan at a sensitive time in the Middle
East peace process, and less than a
month before his summit with Soviet
leader Mikhail Oorbachev.
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole
of Kansas said the measure met "needs
of all the parties"—including Reagan and
congressional opponents who fear the
effects of a sale at the current time.
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apartheid to the
heart of white Cape Town on Thursday, smashing windows and overturning cars in a fashionable shopping
street, witnesses reported.
_Police headquarters in Pretoria said
seven black and mixed-race people
had been killed in townships around
Cape Town and in other parts of the
country.
In Pretoria, President P.W. Botha
announced that the stare of emergency had been ended in six of the 36
black communities on which it was
imposed July 21 because calm had
been restored there.
The major black urban centers
around Johannesburg and Port
Elizabeth, scenes of the worst rioting,
remain under emergency rule.
Violence came late to the Cape Tpwn
area, and it was not included in the
emergency.
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SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador(AP)
— The kidnapped daughter of President
Jose Napoleon Duarte was freed today
by guerrillas after more than six weeks
of captivity, the president's chief adviser
said.
The adviser, Julio Adolfo Rey
Prendes, confirmed the release when
speaking with a CBS television reporter
at a military school where they were
waiting for a prisoner exchange to be
completed.
Rey Prendes said earlier today the
release of the president's daughter, Ines
Guadalupe Duarte Duran, would be the
first step in a swap also involving 118
jailed or wounded guerrillas and 38
municipal officials kidnapped by the
guerrillas. Other officials previously put

WASHINGTON (AP) — An experimental chemical developed by
Agriculture Department scientists
shows promise of boosting the yields

the number of kidnapped officials involved at 33.
Rey Prendes said before the release
that Ms. Duarte, 35, was being freed in
Tenacingo, a remote town 24 miles northeast of San Salvador. He said she
would be driven to Santa Cruz Michapa,
18 miles northeast of the capital, and
then taken by helicopter to the military
school in San Salvador, where she would
meet her father.
Rey Prendes said the prisoner exchange began at 6 a.m. with the Roman
Catholic Church, the International Red
Cross and the diplomatic corps
participating.
At 11:40 a.m., 1:40 p.m. EDT, 22
political prisoners were taken from
Mariona prison and boarded a bus.

Evergreen Apartments

New, one bedroom apartments near campus, fully furnished to accommodate two people, on-site laundry and
full basement for private storage. Located in a forest
setting.
reserve your Evergreen Apt. for next semester

Call:

RI. Realty Management
942-4815

China denies giving
nuclear aid
PEKING (AP) — China denied
Thursday that it has offered nuclear
help to Iran and South Africa and
stressed that its nuclear contacts with
Pakistan are for peaceful purposes
only.
A foreign ministry statement,
responding to allegations by Sen.
Alan Cranston, D-Calif., and congressional experts, denied that China
has provided or offered 10 provide
nuclear assistance to Iran, South
Africa, Brazil, Argentina and
Pakistan.

SHIRT FACTORY
OUTLET
BETTER QUALITY
NAME BRANDS
BETTER RANGE OF SIZES
BIGS & TALLS
better savings
everyday
up to

50%

BETTER RUGBY SHIRTS
Chaps
by
Ralph Lauren
Stoney Point
Byford

$20.00
BIG AND TALL
Shirts By
Eagle
Gant Pierre Cardin
TALL SIZES
UP TO 181/2-38

Men of UMO

'76 Dodge Aspen
'79 Malibu Wagon
'80 Camaro
'80 Mercury Capri
81 Dautsun 310 GS
81 Subaru 1800 GC
82 Chevette
83 Horizon

-

50's AND 60's
CARS A SPECIALTY

New chemical may
ease famine

and protein content of farm crops,
wth the potential of easing world
hunger.
Mixed with water and used as a
spray, the chemical already has shown
striking results. However, scientists
said it needs further testing before
general use can be considered.

Duarte's daughter
released by guerillas

578 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town, Maine
827-8249

MANY MORE
TO CHOOSE FROM

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House Appropriations Committee
voted Thursday to spend $2.5 billion
this year for "Star Wars" research and
rejected a proposal to cut deeper into President Reagan's plan to find a
high-tech shield against Soviet
nuclear missiles.
The decision came as the panel
worked its way through a huge bill appropriating money for the Defense
Department for the current fiscal
year. The bill contains most of the
proposed $292 billion Pentagon
budget.

A

Old Town
Auto Sales

)

$2.5 billion voted
for "Star Wars99

\
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Women—Here's your chance to
do the choosing. Do you know of
great looking guys on campus
that would look super in print?
We need your suggestions! Be at
the North Lown Room,
Memorial Union, on Tuesday,
October 29 between 7 and 9 p.m.
Please try to bring his photo.

BIG SIZES
UP TO 20-35

$16.50
&
$20.00
CNaZip
/Alf,
SHIRT FACTORY
OUTLET
659 HOGAN ROAD
MAINE SQUARE
BANGOR MAINE 04401
Tel q47-1280
Open Sundays
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Editorial

From
the
Top
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Teachers and AIDS

M

s. Jones is a second grade teacher surrounded
and cited two examples as evidence. According to
by 25 or so youngsters. Every day she comes
Skolnik, no health care workers who work with AIDS
into contact with all of the children, and
patients have come down with the disease and of 1,758
sometimes because of accidents or sickness, very closely. cases where people have been stuck with needles when -Ms. Jones has Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
conducting tests, only two have developed antibodies of
(AIDS). Thus the question — should teachers with
the virus.
AIDS lgpermitted to teach in public schools, especially
A second illustration was an experiment with 88
in the lower grades.
Hispanic families in New York City, N.Y., who lived in
The hypothetical situation described above is a
extremely close and low social economic conditions. Not.
dilemma that may present itself to school boards in
one family member contracted AIDS, Skolnik said.
coming years. Maine school boards at some point will
Although these and other observations make it appea,
have to establish policies regarding this issue.
that it is unlikely for AIDS to be transmitted through
Controversy will abound whether the boards decide to
casual contact, there are other facts to consider when
fire or keep the teachers.
discussing AIDS.
Should teachers be penalized for being victims of the
The major one is that AIDS is a lethal disease. There
deadly disease? Should they have their livelihood taken
is no known cure. Also, AIDS strips the individual of
away and be dismissed from their jobs?
their immune system, thus making the person susceptible
Or does the welfare, and literally the lives of children
to other diseases, some of which, could be transferred to
prevail over the rights of teachers?
the children.
The bottom line may be whether, in the board's view,
Skolnik said "clearly there is a need for more study."
the risks of transmitting the disease are unlikely enough When dealing with the lives of children, more should be
to outweigh the devastating consequences.
known about AIDS.
According to Dr. Paul Skolnik, an AIDS researcher at
But until such time when more is known, all evidence.
Massachusetts General Hospital, it is "highly unlikely
and the majority of medical opinion suggests there is no
and very improbable that a teacher would transmit the
danger of contracting AIDS from casual contact. It is
virus to a student.
also safe to assume the teachers would be responsible
Skolnik said there are four ways in which the disease
and would not knowlingly jeopdize the welfare of their
is transmitted. It can be transmitted through intimate --students. Ms. Jones should be allowed to teach.
sexual contact — homosexual and heterosexual, blood
and blood products, contaminated needles and infected
mothers who transmit the disease to their infants.
Skolnik said the virus is not spread by casual contact
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Homecoming

Here I am. Same old column. Same
old lousy photo. Most-people say this
photo doesn't even look like me. For my
sake, I hope it doesn't. Others say I look
sick in this photograph - well, they're
right.
So anyways, let's take it from the top.
It's Homecoming time again and this
weekend, hundreds of UMO alumni will
be in town to relive those old college
memories. "
But to many alumni, Homecoming
just isn't the same unless they have a few
drinks, and I don't mean fruit punch, in
the popular tailgate area behind the
home football stands.
This area, frequented by alumni each
Homecoming, has been the site of many
happy reunions over the years. And
alcohol is often a big part of these.
But for some people, those good ole
days of a few beers in the tailgate area
are a thing of the past.
Last year, the university cracked down
by prohibting drinking in the tailgate
area during and after the Homecoming
football game. But in my opinion, the
administration didn't crack down hard
enough.
Now, the tailgate area is only open for
drinking from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday before the game. I'm not one to
discourage responsible drinking, but
something just doesn't seem right.
University administration prohibits
alcohol consumption at most student
events, including concerts, dances and
sporting events. Drinking is also prohibited at Bumstock and was almost
done away with at Senior Celebration.
Meanwhile, drinking is still permitted
at Homecoming - even if there are new
restrictions on when drinking is allowed.
It seems that if drinking is prohibited
at all student events, it should also be
banned at Homecoming. Or is administration catering to alumni and letting them drink just to keep them
happy?
After all, the happier alumni are the
more money they will contribute to the
university. By letting them drink in the
tailgate area, university can keep them
happy at the same time.
And won't the university be happy
when those big, fat checks from alumni
roll in.
It's funny how the university fails to
keep students happy in this same way
throughout the year. Even students of
legal drinking age are not allowed to
drink at most events.
— It seems the university if afraid Thar
if alumni are no longer allowed to drink
in the tailgate' area (like in the olden
days)they will never come back to UMO
or donate the big bucks.
driiiking is to continue in the
tailgate area during Homecoming, it
should also be permitted at other events
-you know,the ones where administration isn't playing host to alumni and
their fat pocketbooks.
It's time for some changes.
And while I'm on the subject of
changes, this photo of me has gotta go.
Any contributions to the "Get Doug
Ireland A New Photo Fund" are gladly
appreciated.
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Homecoming Weekend, October 25-27, 1985 '

A Supplement to The Daily Maine Campus

55TH ANNUAL HOMECOMING WEEKEND:
CONNECTICUT HUSKIES TO FACE BEARS
PEP RALLY, CRAFT FAIR ALSO PLANNED
Homecoming: Small start
to present extravaganza

NE/ '85 THEME
Oktoberfest, German
festival, '85 theme though
directcr says coming
home real theme'
By DAWN DAIGLE
The Daily Maine Campus

PICS photo

The candidates for Homecoming Queen for 1985: (from left to right) Donna Pederzini,
Maureen Phi!brick, Vicki Jimmo, Melissa Shannon and Johanna Stevens.

The Schedule of Events
Friday, October 25
3 p.m.
9 p.m.

UMO Soccer vs. Northeastern University. Alumni
Field.
Pep Rally/Bonfire. Alforii1 Arena.
Alumni, Students, Administrators; UMO Marching Band;
Cheerleaders; Homecoming Queen Court.

HC QUEENS
AWAIT RESULTS
Five candidates for '85
HC queen: winner to be
announced at halftime
Saturday afternoon

Saturday, October 26
- 8 a.m.

Graduate 'M' Breakfast. ViiIls Commons.
Special Guests: Gold and Silver 'M' Recipients. keynote
Speaker: Mark Cohen '54; Senior Vice-President ABC
Television.
9 a.m.
General Alumni Association Fall Council Meeting.
Crossland Alumni Center.
TBA
Class Reunions Receptions and Business Meetings
—Class of 1975: Hilltop Commons, Yellow Private Dining Room.
—Class of 1980: Hilltop Commons, Red Dining Room.
10 a.m.
7th Annual Homecoming Fair Arts and Crafts Show
& Maine Food Fair. Fieldhouse.
175 State of Maine craftsmen and food producers_ Open
until 5 p.m.•
11 a.m.
Alumni/Legacy Homecoming Barbecue. Alumni
Field, under the tent.
Featuring Student Sons and Daughters of UMO Alumni. Pal'ade Route Seating — Special Reunion Seating for
Om of 1975 & 1980; Gold & Silver WI' Recipients; Student Alumni Association; All-Maine Women; Senior
Skulls; Past Homecoming Queens; Mini-Reunions '39,
'40,'43. Prepared and served by the Graduate 'M' Club.
12:15 p.m. Pre-game Highlights. Alumni Field.
Homecolning Parade Band Competition; UMO Marching
Rand; Homecoming Queen and Court; Students' Welcome
to Alumni by Paul Conway '86, Student Government
President.
1 p.m.
1985 Homecoming Football Game. Alumni Field.
University of Maine Black Bears vs. University of Connecticut Huskies
Continued on Page 4, Column I

By REBECCA SMITH
The Daily Maine Campus
Five candidates have been chosen
and are now waiting to hear which
one will be this year homecoming
queen.
The winner will be crowned in
a ceremony Saturday during the
pre-game parade at Alumni Field.
Maureen Philbrick, Donna
Pederzini, Johanna Stevens, Melissa
Shannon and Vicki Jimmo were
selected out of 17 applicants
compete for the crown.
Group narrowed to 10
Senior Skulls, a service organization that sponsors the homecoming
queen and her court, narrowed the
group to 10 contestants after
screening the applications.
The 10 applicants were interviewed by UMO President Arthur
Johnson; Johnson's wife Emily;
William Lucy, associate dean of student activities and organizations;
Nancy Dysart, assistant director for
alumni activities; Rim Babineau,
Chairman of the Homecoming
Queen Committee and the
presidents and vice presidents of
Continued on Page 3, Column 1

Each
year
Homecoming
Weekend enables UMO alumni,
faculty and students to meet and
compare notes on some of the differences between then and now. It
allows graduates to return to the
place where rhey spent at least four
years of their lives, to show their
families and friends where they
spent their beloved college days.
The theme for this year's
Homecoming
Weekend
is
Oktoberfest '85.
Nancy Dysart, director of alumni activities, said the idea for the
theme evolved in June while she
was developing the brochure for
this year activities. Dysart said she
saw some art work depicting German beer drinkers and thought
'Oktoberfest' would be an in-teresting theme for the weekend
gathering of students, alumni and
faculty. The real theme, Dysart
said, is homecoming,
Homecoming is about people
who care about the university cornmunity,returning to it. Itk sharing
a special place that we've spent four
or more years of our lives at.'
Students involved in planning
Dysart said one of the nicest
things about this year's Homecoming Weekend is that students have
been more involved in planning activities and working on projects
Weir,

Students have had a lot of input
in regard to this year's schedule of
events, she said. The pep rally and
bonfire were included this year
because of student input.
Rallies, receptions, parades
The pep rally and bonfire will
take place at 8:30 p.m. near Alfond
Arena and will feature the UMO
marching band, cheerleaders and
the court of the homecoming
queen.
Class reunion receptions are
scheduled throughout the morning
of Oct. 26, culminating in the
Alumni/Legacy Homecoming
Barbecue to be held under a tent
on Alumni Field.

A pre-game parade will take
place on Alumni Field. The UMO
homecoming queen and her court,
the UMO and Alumni bands, high
school bands, two units of the
Anah Temple Mystic Shrine of
Bangor and UMO fire trucks will
participate in the parade.
This year's craft fair will be the
*biggest in the state of Maine,'
she said. Nearly 200 craftsmen are
expected to participate.
Dysart said she expects about
10,000 to participate in
Homecoming this year.
Humble beginnings
Homecoming has come a long
way since its humble beginnings as
a sendoff party for the UMO football team at the turn of the century.
According to early editions of the
Maine Campus, Homecoming
Weekend began informally in the
fall of 1900. A week before a football game against Colby College in
Waterville, a group of UMO
students formed a committee to
organize a party of students to attend that game by train.
The students decorated the train
with blue bunting and blue ribbons. At the game, fans threw blue
ribbons, bows and beanies.
- • After a 'trashing' victory, UMO
fans marched up and down Waterville's main street singing victory
songs. When they got back to
Bangor they did the same, and
gathered at the Opera House.
The following year, in 1901, a
group of students and faculty
members met at Alumni Hall on
a Friday evening in October to
work up some enthusiasm for the
football game the next morning.
The band played. Captains,
coaches and alumni deli- -red moving speeches and predict "ns concerning the game. Everyone attendance wore blue 1:1A,ulus and sang
The Stein Song' and 'America.'
Maine Campus records indicate
that about 1,700 attended. The
gatherings came to be known as
Maine Nights and were looked forward to each fall before the major
game of the season.
'Homecoming' started
In 1931, the Alumni Council
Executive Committee abolished
Maine Night and implemented
Homecoming Weekend because
'they believed that some opportunity should be given the Alumni to
discuss matters of mutual interest
with the faculty, and, perhaps, to
renew old acquaintances.'
Continued on Page 4, Column 3
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WELCOME ALUMNI
MAINE
BEAT
BOWDOIN!

Tilt ,fliaint Campus

Attend Giant
Rally Friday
Night!

Special Alumni Homecoming Feature Section
Fred Brice To Be
Feted By Alumni

Fifth Annual Homecoming
Gets Under Way Friday
• A Varied and latereating

111•11111P"'

Fred Brice, for fifteen seasons varsity
football coach at the University of Maine,
will be the guest of honor at the Alumni!
Faculty Luncheon during the fifth annual alumni homecoming on Saturday.
Scores of former players and saptains
will gather to pay tribute to him on this
occasion.
Not only has Brice built up a remarkable record of 8 championships out of 14
state -series and 31 victories in 42 state
games, but be has continually surprised
and delighted sportswriters and fans by
his brilliant, well-timed and deceptive
plays. His record has been a remarkable
one and in addition to his qualities of
leadership and strategy he has always
adhered to the highest ideals of sportsmanship.
Corning to theUniversity of Maine in
1921 from Manchester, N. H., High
School, where he had already establi.hed
an excellent reputation in secondary
school athletics and had started many
stars on their careers, many men who
Later attained collegiate prominence, he
began at once to build up a successful
system, winning the state series title in
his second season. During the year,
1924, 1925 and 1926 he developed and
coached a series of teams which, by many.
writers are !hovel* to have been the best
tootball teams ever to play in the state
id Maine. Beginning again in 1931 he
built up a series of championship learns
which won four consecutive state titles.
In -honoring Coach Brice, invitations
have been sent to all of his former foot- •
hall lettermen to attend the luncheon.
mans of 'Atm are well known in Maine
secondary school athletics. The fourteen
captains who have served under Coach
Brice wad the year in which they received
the honor, are: Newman Young, 1921,
Westbrook; Raymond Lunge, 1')Z2, kennebunk; Henry Small, 1923, Biddeford:
George Gruhn. 1924, Augusta; Oren Fraser, 1925, Turner Centre; Paul Earnor'ran, 19,bi, Presque Isle; Moses Nanigan,
1927, Madison; James Buzzell,
Lowell, Mass.; Eavon Zakarian, 1929.
Portland; Cecil Horne. 1930, Berwick;
• Milton Sims. 1931. Philadelphia, Pa : Julius Pike, 1932: Chelsea, Mass ; Philip
Parsons, 1933, Belfasi and George Cobb,
1934, Portland.

Will Speak

..10•111
,
GOZ'ERNE1 LOUIS J. BRANN 313
who will be the principal speaker at
lie Alumni-Faculty banquet Saturday

S

Student - Alumnae
Hockey Game Sat.
The graphic picture above shows Maine football captains during the Bricean regeirne. A good many of these mat
will return this weekend to pay homage to their former coach

Prominent Figures in Homecoming Events
Homecoming Program
1-vitos, Ninviank
6:30 Rally
730 Alumne-Student "M.' met tine
Alumni Memorial
11 :00 Fill111.- Skull Dance
.‘lunon Memorial
SATUHDAY, NOvF.MRER 9
9-12 Visit Classes and
• Call on ,Professors 2
9:30 Junior VarsolysFresbnian
Foolhall Game
10:00 Alumnae-Undergraduate Field
Hockey—Girls' Athletic Fell
12:01—,-k-luniniTartiffiti tifiVehemn - Mutant Memorial
2 P. M. Bowdoen vs. Maine—Aline.,

I

PRF,S1DENT ARTM`R A. Ifs-si K
of the 'University, who wil,1 be a
speaker at the Alumni-Faculty banquet

s

r M. Tea Dance—Alumni Hall....

Ricii,ii TALRoT '07
presedent of the "M" Club

PILIL PARSONS '34
GiCoang Geniis: '25
former captain under Brice, who will
speak at banquet in honor of the "Fox"

Harvard authorities have dismissed as
highly improbable press reports concerning a new and deadly weapon re
ported recently invented by Guglielmo
Marcont. inventor of wireless telegraphy.
The device is said to he able to stop internal combustion engines from a considerable distance.

• Alumnae and undergraduates of the
University of Maine will match their abilities in a field hockey game during the
fifth annual home coming program at
Orono on November 9, when an all-star
alumnae team will meet a selected team
of undergraduate players.
The game is scheduled for 10 o'clock
in the morning and will be played on the
girls' athletic field in the vicinity of the
girls' new field house. Many former
hockey players of stellar ability have already accepted the invitation to play on
Tbs. aTuennae team and more are expected
to signify their willingness shortly. The
official in -charge nf the came will be Miss
Helen Lengyl, 1,414 if the department of
physical education for VP ,111C11, and Miss
Marion Rogers, her assistant, will play
on the alumnae team.
•
This game which has been an annual
event for about ten years always arouses
much interest among the girls for the
excellent play which is des7eloped by both
teams. The members of the undergraduate team which will face the former stars will be selected from the present hockey squads for special ability and
wilt be possible candidates foe the AllMaine team appointed at the end of the
season.

Field

4
cow

stUds-

The next phase rut the work was to
ascertain and map the, various types of
laming
- •. Mans types iii farming
exist in the State and while it would
have been desirable to have mapped them
individually it was necessary from a national standpoint to make relatively few
farming types. The agriculture of the
State was divided into hour types of
farming: potato, dairy, mixed, and parttime and self-sufficing.
Adjustments are being recommended
for each type of farming area. These
adjustments are made in the light of
good soil conservation, improved farm
management practices, and most important of all a better return front farming.
The recommendations from each State
are being assemble& and summarized at
Washington and a report may be expected from the Federal office within a
month or two.

also a former Brice star and footbal!
captain, who will speak at banquet

Dr. Joseph Remenyn, lecturer in comparative literature at Cleveland College,
is completing his latest-book, "Series of
.4unertcan Literary Portraits of Nineteenth Century American Writers." The
book is written in Hungarian and will be
published in Budapest.

1Yecist L. S. Coaster
another of the banquet speakers

The first college cheer is credited to
Princeton students, who got the idea
from an unknown private of the Seventh
Regiment of New York. as the outfit
mobilized for war in April, 1860.

According to an official bulletieh pub'what by Kansas State Normal School in
Twenty-one Bucknell University wo- November, 1902, "it would be a
shame if
Russian medical students are classed men are listed in the newly-published
any Teachers College student should be
as workers and arc paid 100 rubles a American Women official "Who's
Who" arrested for riding a bicycle at a rate of
month by the government.
among the women of the nation.
speed exceeding the lawful limit l"

Alumnae who have already signified
their intention to participate in the game
are: Ella Rowe, '35, Bar Harbor ; Fern
Allen, '34, Bangor Shirley Young, '34,
.Princeton; Madeline Bunker,'34, Calais;
Jane Chase, '35, Bucksport; Mildred
Willard, '35. Orono; Polly Brown, '33,
Bangor; Ind it is expected that a numhei of others will also return A captain will be :chosen from this group, and
hopes are high this year among the
alumnae for breaking the undergraduates' long record of wins a, .i his will be
one of the strongest Amino, tear
,
ever
In be put on the field. •
The game will provide opportunity for
alumnae to _see the new girls' field house
which has recently been finished and has
materially increased the comfort of the
teams. It is lighted by derancity_and
heated. and offers a convenient meeting
room for rallies, meetings, and lecturers.
One of the new features is a powerful
flood light 'mounted on the roof of thn
house to illuminate the field for Late afternoon practices.

Maine's fifth annual Alumni Homethe alumni event of She fall
season centering around the big game of
the football schedule will get underway
Friday. It promises to be the biggest of
its kind with hundreds of alumni from
all parts of Maine and New England
returning to participate in the varied and
interesting program.
. Started RI 1031 as something of an
experiment, this event has grown in size
and significance until it has become an
annual affair of importance on the
year's calendar. The events are general]; of an athletic naiure in keeping with
the major attraction, the football game.
UI all-day Friday and Saturday
mormag a general Invitation has
been
issued to all alumni to visit classes, arid
out and new faculty members. Favorite
prols will -be keeping open house in
their offices during their time for forflier students. Friday evening at 6.30
will be the time of a huge football rally
tear students and alumni, a big bonnie,
all the cheers, songs, acid pep talks by
coaches and alumni.

ss/

AS usual the Alumni-Faculty Luncheon
at 12:00an the Alumni Memorial will be
the Madinat' of the week-end. The luncheon this year LS to be in honor of Fred
Brice, head coach, who ocamiletes his fifteenth year of Maine football leadership
this tall. There will Sc • short speeches by
Fred, two of his former captains, Phil
Parsons '34 and George Grutui '25, also
Governor Braun lid and Prof. Corbett,
chairman of the Athletic Board, interspersed with songs and Hamra. President Hauck will preside. One of the
big events of the luncheon will be the
presentation of the Alumni Service Emblem—the "Pine Tree 'M — to some outstanding alumnus in recognitiun of' distinctive services. The name so the recipe
cult fur this year will be held in strict
secrecy until the presentation, made by
George S. Williams '05, president of the
General Altimni Association.

'M'Club To Hold
Meeting Friday
University of Maine Alumni varsity
Id' men returning to the University for
!tome coming day on November 8 and 9
will get together with undergraduate lettermen for the annual meeting of the M
Club, following the huge football rally
on Friday, November 8. Thc meeting
will be held in the alumni memorial and
will feature a discussion of the reports
and plans of the athletic association,
Richard Talbot, '07, of Orono, president of the Club, will preside at the
meeting. Interesting develcepments in the
athletic department are in order for discussion. The meeting provides an excellent opportunity for the older athletes to
become familiar with the changes and
progress of the athletic department. In
addition to :he official business of the
meeting, returning members will find ample uppurtUrnly ho Indulge in rendiniCen:
ces with alumni of their own and neighboring classes.

showing of MOwint pictures of various varsity events and cider
and doughnuts will be served after the
meeting. Officers in addition to Mr. Talbot are: Royal G. Higgins, '17, of Springfield, Mass, a native of Bar Harbor and
Theodore S. Curtis, '23, of Orono, faculty manager of athletics at the UniverFootball's longest run from scrimmage sity.
was made by Wyllys Terry of Yale,
against Wesleyan, November 4, .1884.
Dr. J. F. Wetter, professor of Animal
Terry ran 115 yards for a touchdown,
Pathology, attended the annual meeting
starting from five yards behind his own of the
New England Veterinary Medical
goal line. The feat could not be du- Association
held in Boston October 28
plicated today. It has been impossible to 31.
At the meeting a clinic was held
since .1912, when the old 100-yard field and
prominent Veterinaries addressed
was shortened to the present 100-yard the
group attending.
length.

Dr. A. S. Pearse, Duke university
zoologisL is making a special study of
oyster diseases and their prevention. The
work is being financed by the government.

The Homecoming section from The Maine Campus, Nov. 7,
1935
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Program Has Been
Drawn Up
coming,

Farm Adjustment
Survey Completed
--The remits of a eoupCu.sUuepcDJtCt .of
the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station and the United States Departnient of Agriculture on farm adjustments in Maine are nearly complete.
This project was started last April as
part of a national project with Dr. Char-,
les H. Merchant, Head of the Depart-.
meio of Agricultural Economics. as
chairman if the State committee consoling of members of the Station and
College of Agriculture staffs.
The project consists of two part,:
first the gathering if necessary basic information and secondly- the making if
recteramentlations for agricultural adjustments in the State. Basic information was obtained for a very generate.
classificatiiiii of the soils in Our agr,
tural areas. Such information nit
included the soil types but also pridir,
11f erosion and .present productivity
.
theisod as IIIII-3,13Trft by crap yields and
carrsIng capacity of pasture. Ake.
census data awl other agricultural information was made
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Two Indiana campus sweethearts of
the 90's have found a last resting place
near a historic old sun dial on
the
grounds of the Greencastle institution.
Their ashes were scattered in that
place
by their son.

The Boston
skating Blacl
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HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES WILL PROVIDE
WIDE DIVERSITY OF OFFERINGS TO ALL;
ORONO CAMPUS BRACES FOR RETURN
'TASTE OF MAINE' 7TH HC FAIR
DINNER FRIDAY WILL OFFER -EVs/
IN COMMONS FARMERS MARKET
Campus dining halls to
offer dinner highlighting
Maine produce, cooking
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By C.ATHY STANLEY
The Daily Maine Campus
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Campus photo

The Boston College Eagles will invade Alfond Arena Saturday night as
they take on the
skating Black Bears in the second annual Homecoming Hockey game
at 7:30 p.m.

HC queens Four Maine humorists to
lie in wait entertain at Hauck Aud
Continued from Paw 1, Column 3
Senior Skulls and All-Maine
Women.
Voting occurred Thursday
Students had an opportunity to
vote for their favorite candidate
Thursday, and since the event was
not well publicized, Philbrick said
students may be given another
chance to vote on Friday.
Portraying spirit, enthusiasm
Philbrick, a senior from Hampden, said she decided to try to win
the crown after being informed of
the application process at a sorority meeting.
1 feel I portray the spirit and enthusiasm of a homecoming
queen,' she said.
Making parents proud
Peclerzini, a senior from Buxton,
said she decided to compete for the
crown to make her parents proud.
I've had a good time at UMO
and wanted to do something to
represent that good time," she
said. Its an honor.'
Different than usual
Stevens said she decided to compete because it is different than
anything she has ever done before.
I thought it would be something
fun,' said Stevens, a senior from
Rochester, N.Y.
an exciting esperience for me,' she said.
'Excited and flattered'
Shannon, a senior from
Marblehead, Mass., said she is 'very
excited and very flattered' to be in
competition for the crown.
High point of senior year
Jimmo said she wants to be
homecoming queen because 'it is a
really great honor. It would be the
high point of my senior year.'
A senior from Wells, Jirmno said
the five finalists, who will all be
part of the queen court, were informed that they were finalists the
same day they were interviewed
(Oct. 15).

Comedians to recount
authentic Downeast tales
Friday evening
By ROBERT HARDY
The Delhi Maine Campus
Homecoming will feature a new
event this year with four of Maine's
best humorists appearing in Hauck
Auditorium Friday night.
The event, scheduled to begin at
8 p.m., is sponsored by FOCUS
Center for Student Services. Tickets
are $6 kit the general public and
$4.50 for students and will be on
sale at the auditorium box office
and at the door.
Tim Sample, Kendall Morse, Joe
Perham, and John McDonald will
tell authentic Downeast stories.
First UMO show together
'This is the first time all four
men have appeared together at
UMO," said Barbara Ives, program coodinator for FOCUS.
Ives also said the appearance
marks the second visit for Morse
and Sample, who performed in
Hauck in March, 1984.
Recent performances which
featured all four men together include shows in August at Bcrwdoin
College and Rockport, Ives said.
Sample worked with Dodge
Known for The Tim Sample
Comedy Album produced in
1980, Sample worked closely with
the late Marshall Dodge in the
comedy team of Sample and Dodge
until Dodge's death in 1982.
Sample has been professionaly
associated with 'Bert and P records
since the spring of 1982.
Together with Bob Bryan (one
half of the original 'Bert and l'
team), Sample has recently releas-

ed a new album of humor entitled
How to Talk Yankee.
Sample has also illustrated
several books, written and produced award-winning radio ads and
narrated the sound track for short
films.
Government before comedy
Morse worked for the government for several years before entering the entertainment field. He
served aboard the Coast Guard
Cutter Coos Bays, was captain of
the State of Maine Fisheries patrol
boat Explorer and later was a conservation officer for the U.S. Dept.
of the interior.
Some of his immense collection
of Maine humor and Downcast
stories have been recorded by Folk
Legacy Records of Sharon, Conn.,
into an album entitled Seagulls
and Summer People.
Learning through experience
McDonald learned Downeast
stories from his experiences along
the rocky coast of Hart's Neck in
Tennants Harbor.
McDonaldk first album, A Taste
of Maine Humor—John
McDonald Caught Live! has
been released recently.
McDonald has made several
award-winning radio and television
commercials in Maine.
A UMO and Colby College
alumnus, McDonald has appeared
in such television productions as
In the Kitchen,' 'So You Think
You Know Maine," "Artemus
Ward, A One-Man Show,' I-loss,
Don't Shoot: Holman Day' and 'A
Joe Perham Special.'
Perham began in radio
Perham served two years as a
radio announcer, and has made
commercial recordings such as Joe
Perham and That Wonderful
Old Two Haler as well as several
theatrical roles.

Friday's dinner offered in all
campus dining halls will center on
the theme of a 'Taste of Maine', to
start off UMO's Homecoming
Weekend.
The dinner is sponsored by
Residential Life and will feature
Maine-grown foods, said Anne
Johnson, manager of dining hall
programming.
Will make students aware
The purpose is to 'get the
students aware that Maine is an
agricultural state and it has good
produce,' Johnson said.
A similar dinner was served as
part of'World Food Days'for some
of the people who grow food used
by the cafeteria in Wells Complex,
said Larry Rogers, N*1Is Complex
food service manages
The dinner was successful according to Rogers who said he expects
this dinner to be equally successful.
Effort to buy Maine goods
A conscious effort is made to
purchase Maine food products by
Residential Life, Johnson said, and
this dinner is meant to highlight
that effort.
Rogers raid more Maine products
would be used by dining halls but
the growing season ends about the
same time classes begin in the fall.
This semester Wells Complex
received an abundance of fresh
corn and other vegetables from a
farmer in Milford who wanted to
harvest his crops before Hurricane
Gloria struck, Rogers said.
Graduates active in fanning
Johnson said that there are many
graduates of UMO who are farming in the state and the university
tries to buy their produce.
Friday's dinner menu includes:
split pea soup with ham, cheese
and crackers, apple cider, lamb,
scallop casserole, stir-fry vegetables,
baked potatoes with sour cream,
brown gravy and blueberry pie_
The regularly offered salad bar will
also be available.
Special dinners easier
Rogers said special dinners such
as this one are easier on dining hall
staff because there is usually a
smaller variety of foods offered.
Normally three or four entrees
are offered a night while special
dinners are often limited to two
entrees.
The dinner will be held from
4:30-6:30 p.m. in all dining halls.

Fair to introduce
participants to Maine
agriculture,_qrattp.
By ERIC WICKLUND
The Daily Maine Campus
The Homecoming Fair, in its
seventh year of existence, this year
will be offering something new to
go along with the estimated 160
craftsmen and 200 tables already
planned, said the fair's coordinator.
Nancy Dysart, director of alumni activities, said the fair will include the Farmer's Market, which
is sponsored by the General Alumni Association and will be located,
along with the rest of the fair, in
the UMO Fieldhouse from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Sat., Oct. 26 and from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Sun., Oct. 27.
It's a whole new concept,' said
Anne Johnson, manager II dining
hall programming and the market
coordinator. 'It's designed to introduce people to Maine's
agricultural products.'
Market space fully booked
Approximately 25 Maine food
producers will participate in the
market, Dysart said, and space for
both the fair and the market were
completely reserved. In fact, she
said, the fair had about 75 more
craftsmen on a waiting list, with
another 30 expressing interest.
The Farmer's Market, Johnson
said, will feature home-grown produce for both sale and sample, in
some cases. Such items as Bartlett
wines, buckwheat pancakes,
cheeses, blueberry muffins, cider,
apples, pumpkins (for Halloween),
baked and dry beans and 'tofu
whoopie pies' will be offered, she
said.
Conceived to promote Maine
Johnson said the market was
conceived to 'promote Maine
agriculture.'
'Fm really intersted in Maine
produce,' she said, "and we've
noticed that the buyer here has
always tried to use as much homegrown food as possible.'
Fair largest in Maine
Dysart said the fair is the largest
in Maine, and this year's is the
largest ever held at UMO. Residential Life, which is sponsoring the
fair, is working in conjunction with
the United Maine Craftsmen's
Guild to organize everything, she
said.
Dysart said the fair does not
make a profit, and the money accumulated in charging craftsmen
for booth space is used to pay all
production costs.
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Cohen to give
M Club keynote
ABC senior VP

CLASS OF '54
Will speak on changing
scenario of ABC's 'Wide
World of Sports'
Among the many alumni returning to UMO this Homecoming
week-end will be Mark Cohen,
senior vice president of ABCTelevision and UMO graduate, class
of '54.
He will be the keynote speaker
at the Graduate '144'. breakfastSaturday Oct. 26 at 8:00 anal.
Cohen said Thursday he will be
speaking on the complex and ever
changing scenario of Wide World
of Sports.

Senior v.p. of ABC-TV
Promoted to senior vice president
in 1977. Cohen is responsible for
coordinating all operating, financial and planning activities for the
divisions of ABC Television.
Other responsibilities include all
operating aspects of ABC NCR'S and
Broadcast
Operations
and
Engineering, along with those of
the ABC Television Network,
Entertainment, Sports, and the
ABC owned television stations.
'Enthusiastic alumnus'
Samuel Sezak, past president of
the Graduate'NI' Club said Cohen
is a very enthusiastic alumnus.
'He is on the alumni council an4
is a very ardent supporter of
sports,* Sezak said.
Cohen was asked to speak at last
year's homecoming breakfast but
had a prior commitment.
Native of Lewiston
A native of Lewiston, Cohen
received a bachelor's degree in
business administration from UMO
in 1954. He received his Master's

Continued from Page 1, Column 1

Halftime Show

3 p.m.

4 p.m.

UMO Marching Band; UMO Alumni Band; Presentation
of Block 'M' Alumni Activities Awards by GAA President Hank Schmelzer,'65; Presentation of Steve Gould
Memorial Award by UMO President Arthur Johnson.
Post-Game Party. Alumni Field — under the tent.
Music, drinks, snacks: Dutch treat.

Post-Game Fraternity, Sorority and Dormitory Parties; Reunion Class- Activities for 1975 and 1980.
Details to be announced.

6 p.m.

College of Engineering and Science Recognition
Banquet. Hilltop Commons.
Social'Hour:Toll-owed by dinner at - p.m. Awarding of
Distinguished Engineering and Science Award and Ashley
Campbell Teaching Award.

7:30 p.m. 1985 Homecoming Hockey Game. Alfond Arena.
University of Maine Black Bears vs. Boston College
Eagles.

Sunda, October 27
10 a.m.

7th Annual Homecoming Fair Arts & Crafts Show and Maine Food Fair. Fieldhouse.
15 State of Maine craftsmen and food producers. Open
until 4 p.m.

11 a.m.

1 p.m.

•

UMO Women's Varsity Field Hockey vs. Bucknell
University. Alumni Field.
UMO Soccer vs. Hartford University. Alumni Field.

•

Homecoming arises from
one-night pep rally
Continued from Page I. Column 5
Robert Fernald was the featured
speaker at the first Homecoming
Weekend. Fernald was a nationallyknown educator and engineer. He
Was the son of Merritt Fernald,
who was president of UMO at that
time.
In 1935, Homecoming Weekend
featured a tribute to Fred Brice,
who had been UMO's varsity football coach for 15 seasons. Also
scheduled was a student-alumni
hockey game and a department
open house during which professors received visitors in their
offices.
True homecoming in 1945
In 1945. UMO celebrated its
first homecoming since 1941 as the
university had closed during WWII
years.
The Black Bears played the
University of Connecticut in foot-.
ball. The highlight of the celebration was the postgame bonfire and
the dance that followed. The
honored guests at Homecoming
Weekend 1955 were the UMO

cross country national champions
of 1915.

Weekend takes present form
By
1965, Homecoming
Weekend began to appear much
like it does today. Among the
featured activities were five major
athletic events, a bonfire and pep
rally, a homecoming queen contest,
a concert and a luncheon for UMO
alumni.
An interesting addition was a
color film of UMO's centennial
year, which was shown several
times in the Memorial Union's Coe
Lounge.
In 1975, the honored guest at
Homecoming Weekend was UMO
alumnus Rudy Vallee, a famous
singer in the 1950s and 1960s.
The Black 13ears competed against
the University of New Hampshire's
football, soccer and cross-country
teams.
A student organizational fair involving 70 student organizations
was held on the tuall, featuring activities ranging from hang gliding
to fencing.
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Mark Cohen
degree in television production in
1958 from Syracuse University.
Cohen joined the company in the
network's clearance department in
1958. He moved to network sales
in 1961. then was promoted to
director of sales planning in 1964
and to vice president for sales planning in 1967.
In March of 1985 Cohen was appointed as executive vice president
of the ABC Broadcast Group. He
also serves as vice president of the
International Radio and lelevision
Society and is President of the International Council of the National
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences.
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Response,
when writing

Education over incarceration

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel
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To the editor:
In response to Kelly Mullins'
October 23 editorial, "Partial
Punishment": Kelly, allow me
to educate you on procedure for
a school release while serving
time.

Bust MS
To the editor:
Much has been written about
campus apathy, or lack of involvement. For all those who
are truly concerned, and for
those who want to prove
everyone else wrong, there is
something to do.
A new organization has been
set up in the nation and on our
campus that hopes to show the
general public that the students
are not a bunch of individuals
who could care less about the
world around them. It does this
by providing a fun way to get involved and to raise money for
a cause that effects the collegeage population. The cause is
Multiple Sclerosis - a disease
without known cause or cure
that is striking 18- to 34-yearolds in the nation at a rate of
about 200 per week. The
organization is Students
Against Multiple Sclerosis
(SAMS).

I he program runs along the
idea of the ever popular airband contests. Backed in part
by MTV and offering many
benefits for fundraising activity, we, along with 150 other
schools across the nation, will
be putting together a Rock
Alike (rock look-a-like, lipsynch) contest. Every dorm section, organization, fraternity,
sorority, and other groups or individuals are encouraged to
sponsor a contestant in this
event. It is one that may form
the beginnings of a nationwide
movement. It is our chance to
prove ourselves.
For more information, or to
just see what we're up to, feel
free to contact me at 581-3853
or drop by and visit us at the
football game tomorrow. See
you soon.
Wade Logan
SAMS UMO campus
chairperson

First of all, when you arrive
at any corrections facility you
are interviewed by a group of
people that cover fields such as
education, facility procedures,
religion, schools of trade within
the facility, psychology, etc.
After you talk with these people, they evaluate and you are
classified to what they think
best for you.
At any time during your incarceration, you would like to
make a change on your
schedule you must request permission from the classification
committee. Mr. Ness's situation,
for a school release, he must
receive community sentiment.
This is a report from local
police agencies who have con-

tacted the school and local
residents to find out feelings in
general. If these findings are
returned positive, chances are
good that permission will be
granted.
In regards to safety of society while Ness is out during the
day going to school, I don't
know for sure but from my own
experience.
Second, while being incarcerated life becomes very
routine and to follow your peers
is almost mandatory. To see a
young man that wants to try to
make his life better while incarcerated tells me: He wants to
change. He wants to be different. He will go to any lengths
to achieve that goal.
I had to account for my entire day. The facility had a list
of classes, the times where I
would be in between class and
where I was to be picked up. If
at any time I was out of place
I would be subject to removal

from that program. I also could
be charged with escape and that
would mean up to two more
years of time to be served if
found ,guilty. Plus when you
return to the facility you are
subject to strip searches and
urinalysis. If drugs are found in
your possession you will be
charged with that offense and if
in your urine you will be removed from that program.
Remember too that your peers
will pay good money for drugs.
This does affect your thinking.
In conclusion, don't you
think an academic environment
is better than a corrections
facility? In which environment
you (sic) receive more positive
reinforcement?
To change behavior you need
to change your thinking! After
reading this I hope you've
changed you thinking!
Dana Bailey
Ex-ton and UMO student
Old Town

Attention Readers!
If you have something on your mind and would
like to
express it for the benefit of others — write. The Daily
Maine Campus welcomes your letters to the editor —
so
send them in!
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Rep. Stephen M. Bost

Interfacing UMO and Maine economy
On Nov. 5, students, as well as voters throughout
Maine, will have a unique opportunity to help interface business and industry with the resources here
at the University of Maine at Orono. As a sponsor
of LD 1142, "Authorizing a Bond Issue in the
Amount of $4,300,000 for Construction and Equipping Centers for Advanced Technology that Service
the Economic Development Needs of Maine," I
am confident that Maine voters will agree that this
approach is long overdue, and vote for it's passage.
Approximately 60 percent of the bond issue proceeds will be used across Maine to finance the installation of an advanced communication system
designed to expedite access to UMO facilities and
personnel. The system also would provide statewide
links to regional, national, and international information and communications networks. The total
system would assist business and industry
throughout Maine by facilitating technology
transfer, increasing access to computing and research
facilities, aiding the delivery of technical services and
by saving travel and personnel costs through
teleconferencing.
The focus of the bond issue will be the Orono
Research and Development Park, which by design
will enable the technological strengths of UMO to
be more readily accessible and responsive to the
needs of business and industry statewide. This relationship is highlighted by the fact that UMO conducts 97 percent of all R&D work done at Maine
colleges and campuses.
UMO's Colleges of Engineerng and Science, Life
Sciences and Forestry have no counterpart anywhere

else in the state. If the state cannot afford to locate
comparable research and technical service programs
around the state, then the communications system
becomes the next best means for engineers, foresters,
computer specialists, food scientists, surveyors, architects, bio-technology specialists, surface scientists
and many others to have access to these
technological resources. This aspect of the bond
issue emphasizes it's statewide significance. The
resource exists here at Orono. The challenge is to
more effectively utilize and distribute this resource
for the benefit of all of Maine.
Roughly 40 percent of the bond issue proceeds
would be used to finance the construction of a Food
Product and Process Development Center. The
center would conduct the research and testing needed to verify the economic feasibility of product and
process innovations through lab testing, processing
in pilot facilities, and market analysis. Thosc
benefiting from the center's activities would be those
whose livelihood depends upon raising, harvesting,
or processing food commodities in Maine.
Agriculture and fisheries interests would undoubtedly be enhanced. The center would be closely alligned with UMO's Food Science Department and
various sectors of Maine's food industry.
Like most legislators, I am concerned about our
state's business climate, and in turn the fact that
Maine food industry currently lacks facilities in the
public or private sectors engaged in food and process development. As a major food commodity producer, Maine is rather unique for it's absence of such
facilities. Such facilities are needed for the blueberry
industry where such innovations as the bluebert

raisin hold promise for creating new markets. The
development of surimi and sausage products are
critical to the fisheries and livestock businesses. The
potato and potato starch industries need new products and markets that utilize their raw commodities
and process wastes.
The state of Maine would own the communications system and the food product and process
development center. These facilities would, however,
be leased to a specially created locally based nonprofit corporation that would guarantee to the state
that it would be responsible for financing and
managing the operation of the proposed facilities.
This arrangement has precedent in both the Eastport
and Searsport port development projects. In
Eastport the facility was turned over to the city in
exchange for the city assuming responsibility. In
Searsport the facility will be leased to a locally based operator. In the case of the fish pier developments
financed by the state, the facilities were turned over
to the towns involved in exchange for their assuming responsibility forgoing maintainance and
responsibility.
There will be several referendum questions for us
to consider Nov. 5, several of them perhaps initially more appealing and tangible than this one.
Wading through the technicalities of this bond issue,
however, the big picture becomes clear, that being
the bridges to be built between Maine's primary
research community and the ecomnomic secter. Take
a few minutes on Tuesday and cast a strong vote for
Maine's future.
Stephen Bost is a state representativefor District
129, which includes Clifton, Eddington, Veazie and
part of Orono.
-
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Sports
Black Bears prepare for UConn offense
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
The Unhersity of Maine football team
would like nothing better than to
celebrate Homecoming with its first
Yankee Conference victory of the season.
The University of Connecticut also has
its sights set for that first YC win as the
Black Bears and Huskies clash Saturday
at 1:30 p.m. on Alumni Field.
Maine, currently 0-3 in YC action and
3-4 overall, is coming off an error-filled
20-7 loss to the University of
Massachusetts last Saturday.
UConn on the other hand, upped its
season record to-T-2 last weekend with
a 22-2 victory over Holy Cross College
in a non-conference contest.
The Huskies are 0-1 in YC play with
their only previous action being a 10-8
loss to the University of New Hampshire
three weeks aga
UConn coach Tom Jackson was
pleased with his squad's performance
last weekend. "It was a real solid effort

against Holy Cross. We've made some
strong progress."
Marc Mofsowitz was the hero in last
Saturday's Husky triumph. He carried
the ball 17 times for 126 yards. His performance was highlighted by a 65-yard
touchdown juant midway through the
third quarter for his first collegiate score.
Prior to the Holy Cross game the
seldom-used Mofsowitz had carried the
ball once all season.
Junior quarterback Peter Lane is the
key to the Huskies' offense. He has hit
on 84-of-156 pass attempts for a completion rate of 58 percent and 1,105
yards.
In addition, Lane has passed for over
200 yards in four-of-five UConn games
this season. And though he managed only 82 yards through the air last weekend,
it was poor weather rather than the
Holy Cross defense that gave him
difficulty.
(see FOOTBALL page 10)

Tackles In Doody (96) and Ray Paquette (95), along with linebacker
Steve Donahue, wreak havoc in earlier action. (McMahon photo)
14+4+4++++++44-1-444444444.4444444++++41

No. 1 BC wants Maine in opener
by Jon Rutrunler
Staff Writer

last February's 5-4 overtime loss at
Maine — defenseman Scott Smith
scored the gamewinner — lingering in
University of Maine hockey coach the backs of their minds. BC is also
Shawn Walsh knows his 1985-86 Black looking to improve upon last season's
Bears are vastly improved from last year. 28-15-2 overall and 24-9-1 Hockey East
The second year coach will find out just records.
how much as Maine pits its talented
"If there's one game that BC would
youth against the nation's No. 1, Boston want to go up to Orono for it would have
College, 7:30 p.m. Saturday in a soldout to be the first," John Conceison,
Alfond Arena.
assistant sports information director,
"I'm just looking forward to seeing said. "Nobody likes to play up there.
hoA good we are," Walsh said, referr- Maine has always been a tough place to
ing to the stockpile of new talent in go.
Maine uniforms. "I think we have the
"They remember last year's loss. They
makings of a very good team. We'll find
will definitely be fired up."
out in a real hurry how good we are
BC coach Len Ceglarski is also anxSaturday."
iously awaiting his squad's debut. With
The Eagles, ranked No. 1 in the the return of almost the same team that
preseason WMEB national poll, have made it to the Final Four last year, plus
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Otillwater Village Apartments $
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•
IIow Renting For January #o
•

Rents start

Hockey East's Ni 2 goalie in Scott Gordan, everything points to a stellar
season.
"We've had these kids the past three
years," Ceglarski said. "They've made
big contributions to date. With another
year's experience, we hope they can play
that much better."
The Black Bears' young defense with
freshmen Eric Vkinrich, Shawn Anderson, and Jack Capuano and sophomore
(see EAGLES page 11)

LATE SLEEPERS SERVICE
11 a.m. Lown Room
The Maine Christian Association

+11+

Tom Chittick, chaplain

You don't need to be a genius to ob-*
;Jain scholarships, grants and loans.
tFor details write: Services SD, 5120
!Ed.Montpetit, Ste. 9, Montreal,
:Quebec, Canada H3W 1R2.
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Field hockey plays home
contest with Bucknell
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer

Black Bears have traveled as far south
as Philadelphia, Pa. Sunday the Bears
come home for the first time since Sept.
30 when they defeated the University of
Lowell 7-0.
Maine, 9-9-1, plays host to Bucknell
University for a 11 a.m. game behind
Lengyel Gym. Bucknell, 2-12, snapped
a 12-game losing streak Wednesday
when it beat Towson State University 2-1.
Bucknell coach Martha Ludwig said they
have been playing better recently, but the
team, with only 15 goals, has had trouble scoring.
The leading scorer is sophomore
Michelle Manoff (eight goals), but she
has been held to only one score in the
last four games. Manoff, with 11 goals
her freshman year, also led Bucknell in
scoring in 1984.
Bucknell's goalie, co-captain Cindy
Barbosa, has given up 34 goals and has
made 248 saves for a .879 save percentage. The team's only senior is co-captain
Marie O'Brien, a defenseman.
Maine coach Jeri Waterhouse said it
is vital the Black Bears score early. UMO
has lost all nine of its scoreless efforts
while coming out on top in..the games
it has found the opponent's net.
"It's the answer to our problems,"
Waterhouse said. "We play a different
game after we score that one goal."

October has been a long month for
the UMO field hockey team. Its last 10
games have been on the road and the

Soccer team wants to add
NU, Hartford on win list
by Mike Collins
Staff Writer
The UMO soccer team is looking
to get back on track against Northeastern University and the University of Hartford in a pair of home
contests 3:00 p.m. Friday and 1 p.m.
Sunday on the UMO soccer field.
The Black Bears are coming off a
1-0 loss to the University of Vermont
Saturday. But despite the setback, the
Black Bears at 7-5 retained their No.
4 New England ranking.
Last Tuesday NU romped over
Bentley College 6-1 to boost its
record to 3-6-1. Goalie and captain of
the Huskies Witt Stallcwell backboned the strong defensive unit with 1.1
saves. The offense was powered by
center-forward Franz Maynard.
NU coach Winston Smith said
recently in a telephone interview,"We
plan to use our aggressive style of play
to attack Maine, which will spark us,
and help us dominate the game."
UMO coach Jim Dyer said, "Our
last game against UVM we had a lot
of scoring chances but we couldn't
finish it. In the last four practice sessions we've been working on finishing
up on those chances and scoring more
goals."
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If UConn were to have a weakness it
would have to be turnovers, a problem
Maine is well aquainted with.
The fact that Lane has been intercepted 10 times has not escaped the
Black Bears' defense.
"We're going to put pressure on him and
try to force him to get rid of the ball
quickly," said Maine linebacker Steve
Root.
The fact that this is Homecoming will
play an important part in Maine getting
back on the winning track.
"We've got to forget our problems(of
the past) and look ahead," said Root.
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(continued from page 9)

This will be Lane's first opportunity
to play against Maine. He transferred
from Northwest Mississippi Junior College following last season and proceeded to beat out incumbent quarterback
Chris Riley for the starting position.
Defensively, the Huskies are led by
All-New England defensive end Mark
Michaels. Michaels is coming off a
superb game against Holy Cross in
which he made nine tackles, recorded
two quarterback sacks and caused a
fumble. For his efforts, Michaels was
named co-Yankee Conference defensive
player of the week .
Assisting Michaels with the UConit
defensive duties is linebacker Mike
Jansen who has 62 tackles to his credit.

by`Chuck M
Staff Writer

On Sunday the Black Bears play
host to a "young" Hartford squad.
Last week, Hartford lost to Central
Connecticut to the tune of 2-1. According to Dyer, Hartford has a very
misleading record at 5-10. The team
has two strong recent wins against
Brigham Young University 2-0, and
the University of New Hampshire 4-0.
Hartford's coach, Alan Wilson,
said, "Maine is a great team and we
are a real underdog in this one. We are
just going to go up to Maine and try
to play a good game and hope we get
a few breaks."
Wilson believes his squad's
strengths are at midfield and on
defense. The defense is lead by goalie
captain Morrow Dilplito who had
eight saves last week against Central,
and also has five shutouts. The offense is led by leading goal scorers
Walt Meraki with four goals and one
assist and Mice Gobar with four goals
and two assists.
"This is Harford's second year in
Division I," Dyer said. "They have
a lot of talent and a good soccer tradition. We're ranked No. 4 in New
England so every team gets up to play
us, which makes it- tough."

*Football
Lane's favorite targets include
sophomore flanker David Dunn, who
has caught 24 passes- for 438 yards, and
6-foot-7 senior tight end Mike Walsh,
who has 20 receptions for 212 yards.
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Wrestling coach position at
UMO is no longer vacant
by"Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
Wrestling practice officially begins
Monday and the Black Bears, second in
the New England championships last
year, will have a coach.
The selection _committee, headed by
Woody Carville, the associate director of
physical education and athletics, picked
senior Scott Carzo to replace two-time
defending New England Coach of the
Year, Nick Nicolich.
Carzo, a physical education major
from Winchester, Mass. Athletic Director Stu Haskell told him he had the position Thursday. Haskell, who was not

0Eagles

available for c:Nmment, will not officially
announce Carzo as the coach until Friday.
Co-captain Pat Kelly who was on the
committee said he thinks Carzo will do
a fine job.
"He's very motivational and inspirational," Kelly said. "He has a good
knowledge of wrestling."
Carzo, who was eligible to wrestle this
season, but is not because of an injury,
said he is "excited" about the upcoming
season.
"I wrestled last year and I know these
guys and 1 know the potential they
have," he said.

,

SPORTS ABOUND
X-C teams at State

KC bounces back

The UMO cross country teams
compete in their respective State
Meets Saturday at Colby College in
Waterville.
The women's team, 10-1, has
defeated its Maine opponents easily
this season and should have no trouble in the 11:00 a.m. contest against
Bates, Colby and Bowdoin.
The men's team, 5-2, will find the
going rougher as two-time defending
state champion Bates, along with St.
Joseph's College are the favorites of
the race that follows the womens.
Maine finished fourth last year.

St. Louis(AP)— The Kansas City
Royals defeated the St. Louis Cardinals Thursday night 6-1.
The win extended the series to
Game 6, which will be played Saturday night at Kansas City.
Lonnie Smith and Willie Wilson
led the KC charge with two hits
apiece.
Smith contributed a pair of runs
with his hits and Wilson had a triple
and 2 RBI.
Danny Jackson collect the victory
for the Royals.

continued from page 9)

Tom McComb — held together by Loring could be available for next
seniors Neil Johnson and Smith — will weekend's contests.
be tested by a BC squad that broke the
The Black Bears' offense will find the
200-goal mark last season for the first going tough against BC goalie Scott
time in the school's history with 240.
Gordon (23-11-2, 3.61 gaa, .889 save
The Eagles' offensive punch remains percentage). Last January, the senior
intact as their top four scorers from last made 25 saves en route to a 9-3 victory
season are back. The contingent includes at BC. The Black Bears' win came
forwards Scott Harlow (34 goals, 38 against the Eagles' No. 2 goalie Shaun
assists for 72 points), Doug Brown Real.
(37-31-68) and Bob Sweeney (32-32-64),
If BC has any noteworthy chinks in its
and center Ken Hodge (20-44-64).
armor, it would have to be defensively.
That foursome should keep Maine The Eagles have lost the services of its
No. 1 defenseman Dominic Campedeli
goalie Jean LaCoste busy. The junior
(5-44-49)
. But with the return of veterans
secured the net duties after freshman Al
Loring went down with a hamstring in- Bob Emery (3-11-14), John McNamara
(4-11-15) and Michael Barron (2-5-7), BC
jury in last Friday's Blue-White game.
plans to keep Gordon covered.
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A question for
National Alcohol Awareness Week
ASK YOURSELF...

vol. XC

Viol
at S

ARE YOUR
DR Ilk BIG
BUDD ES
• MIK BIG
BUDD ES?
Good times mean getting together
with good buddies and Budweiser.
There's something about a couple of
beers with friends that makes for great
camaraderie.
Beer is meant to be enjoyed by
adults socially. It is also the beverage
of MODERATION. Good judgment
should be used whenever you drink.
Make sure your drinking buddies
are thinking buddies- and exercise

by M.C. Da
Staff Writer
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good judgment Especially if they
drive! When they need a good friend
think for them! Don't let them get
behind the wheel — the outcome
could be disastrous.
At Anheuser-Busch,-we-are concerned about you, our valued
customer We support research,
education and treatment programs
aimed at combating alcoholism and
alcohol abuse.
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Staff Writer
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A timely, provocative film for Alcohol Awareness Week. What
Ray didn't learn in time you can! For free-loan showiM to your
campus group, call Irene Von Hoffman, Residential Life Office.
581-4581.
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